Men defeat MBU 6-3

BY BLAKE TOPPMeyer

The men's tennis team faced a larger challenge than originally expected in its opening dual match Thursday afternoon against Missouri Baptist University. At the beginning of the season, the Baptist players were made to look like a serious threat, but the Eagles soon proved they didn't have a true heart against the Eagles. The match was won by a 6-3 win over Missouri Baptist University and tournament combined and finished with Missouri Baptist winning both sets.

Senior John Rothfusz, who normally only plays doubles in a tournament, said that not being able to serve at full power was a factor in Missouri Baptist's win. "We just thought it would be OK by a period of time, but it just didn't work out," Rothfusz said. "I have a lot of confidence in my doubles partner, and I knew that he could handle the serving, but his shot was not consistent. So he would serve to a player below him to slide down in the lineup and earn a win. Then he would go back to the fall, and he is 10-3 overall this season. But the doubles stuff was doing enough, he would pull himself out of the doubles match," Rothfusz said. "That's probably one of the best things we could have done, to get our singles players out of it. One of our singles players, while Rothfusz was a key factor in Truman's win over MBU, is also a doubles player. With Rothfusz' help, the Eagles swept Missouri Baptist with a 6-3 victory.
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